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Abstract

Simple model for calculation of charge distributions of fission fragments for
low exited nuclear fission from experimental mass distributions is offered.
The model contains two parameters, determining "amplitude" of even-odd
effect of charge distributions and its dependence on excitation energy.
Results for reactions " t y n ^ f ) , " ^ ( n ^ f ) , ^Thfa^f), 249Cfi[nth)f) are spent.

Introduction

The measurements of charge distributions of nuclear fission fragments are more
difficult and are ambiguous, than measurement of mass distribution. Except
methodical complexities of identification nuclear fragment's charge there is the
ambiguity, caused by p-decay. The nuclear fragments of fission are unstable and
undergo to p-decay with time of life up to a share of a second. Thus the mass number
remains constant, and the charge distribution varies with each act of P-decay. In too
time, the information, contained in charge distributions is very important for
understanding of process of nuclear fission. Simple interrelations between measured
distributions not only allow to do fast estimations, but also, probably, will clear the
phenomenon of nuclear fission.

•
Model

The given model is simplified analogue of the Boltzmann approach [1]. It is
supposed, that the probability of formation of a fragment with nuclear charge Zj at
fixed mass number Ak is equal

P(Zi/Ak)=ak*Exp(a*(Qik-Q
max

ik)/(Q
max

k- QT\)), (1)

where: Qik - Q- reaction of fission of a nucleus ZCN/ACN to fragments Z/Ak,
(ZcN-Zi)/(AcN-Aic); Qmax' mnk - the maximum and minimum meanings from QiJc for
given isobar Ak at nuclear charge variation in a range Zi=ZcN*Ak/Aoj±AZ, the masses
of nucleuses are taken from the reference [2] complemented by calculations [3];
AZ=5, since at large values the results of the calculations do not practically change;
a k - normalisation factor: Zi P(Z/Ak)=l; a - free parameter, determining "amplitude"
of even-odd effect.
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Fig. 1. Charge distribution at fission 235U by neutrons with energy 3 MeV.
D - experiment [5], O - model. a=27.3; Kx=1.69

Further from an experimental mass spectrum Y(Ak) "cold" charge distribution is
calculated:

Y(Z)= £i=2,kP(Zi/Ak)*Y(Ak), (2)

Finally the charge distribution rums out by convolution of "cold" charge distribution
with normalized to unity Gauss distribution with dispersion

. i1 az=(KT*T)2/2I/2,

Nuclear "temperature" T was calculated under the usual formula:

T= (9*E7ACN)1/2,

(3)

(4)

Free parameter Kj, determining dependence of charge distribution on energy of
excitation ("temperature" dependence), was determined so that to reproduce the form
of charge distribution at fission 235U by neutrons with energy 3 MeV (fig.l). The
values of parameters a and KT were constant for all nucleuses.

In account E* were accepted only energy brought in to an initial fissioning nucleus
(Ein) and dissipation's energy at the stage of descent from a barrier (EdiSS) [4]:

E - (5)
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Results

The results of calculations are shown in the following figures.
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Fig. 2. Result of recalculation of experimental mass distributions in charge distributions.
D - experiment: 233U(n,f) [5]; 235U(n,f) [6]; 229Th(n,f) [7]; 249Cf(n,f) [8], O - model
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Fig. 3. Dependence of charge dispersion and deviation (ZCN*Mass/ACN-<Z>) from fragment mass.
D - experiment: 233U(nth,f) [5]; 235U(nih,f) [6]; '"TbfaJ) [7]; ^Cffa^f) [8], 0 - experiment:

^ - model; 0 - model's CTZ reduced on 0.3 for U, Th and at 0.47 for Cf
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How it is seen, the model not bad reproduces experimental charge distribution of
fission fragments and structure of its moments (az, <Z>) for nucleuses 234U, 236U,
230Th. A difference of absolute values calculated and experimental dispersion a z is
equal 0.3. Charge distributions for fission of a nucleus 250Cf is reproduced rather bad
(curve Y(M)=Y(M) on fig.2). The best consent can be received by shift of mass
distribution on two mass units in the party of heavier masses (curve Y(M)=Y(M-2) on
fig.2), that can be caused as by lacks of model, and physical reasons. But the
moments of charge distribution thus do not change and difference between model and
experimental remains rather essential.
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